Abstract-Digital video watermarking has attracted a great levels of spatial and temporal distortion, while a built-in bitdeal of research interest in the past few years in applications rate control mechanism is used to ensure optimum such as digital fingerprinting and owner identification.
H.264/AVC is the latest and most advanced video coding within the H.264/AVC video standard, the latest and most standard, but to this date, there are very few watermarking advanced video coding standard [4] . This paper is organized schemes designed for it. This is mainly due to its complexity as follows: Section II offers a brief overview of SCS. Section and compression efficiency which presents a major challenge III describes our watermarking scheme. Section IV shows for any video watermarking approach. We developed a new, how our method is adapted to work with H.264/AVC. quantization-based video watermarking scheme, which is Experimental results are presented in Section V and designed to work with H.264/AVC. Our scheme offers constant conclusions in Section VI. robustness at all compression rates without affecting the overall bite rate and quality of the video stream. Experimental results show that, compared to existing methods, our scheme II. TUE SCALAR COSTA SCHEME (SCS)
significantly outperforms existing methods under compression,
The watermarking process can be considered as a transcoding, filtering, scaling, rotation and collusion attacks.
communications system with side-information at the encoder side (see Fig. 1 ) [2] , [3] . Henceforth, bold text (x) denotes a I. INTRODUCTION vector, while normal text (x) and italics (x) denote a scalar.
In the past few years, the need for watermarking has Using a secure key K, the watermark message m is gained significant attention due to the spread of illegal embedded into the host signal x of variance ox2. The redistribution and unauthorized use of digital multimedia [1] .
watermark is defined as w = s-x and has a variance 7w2. The A great variety of watermarking schemes has been proposed watermarked signal s is then transmitted over a channel, in the literature. The Scalar Costa Scheme (SCS) is a reliable which introduces an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) information embedding technique, which is based on Costa's v of variance 0v2, resulting in an attacked work r. The original, theoretical scheme [2] , [3] . SCS outperforms the Watermark-to-Noise Ratio (WNR) is defined as related Dither Modulation (DM) techniques for low l0*logl0(ow2/ov2). The decoder receives signal r and, using Watermark-to-Noise Ratios (WNR) and performs the same key K which was used during embedding, extracts significantly better than the state-of-the-art blind Spread the watermark message estimate m' (Fig. 1) . The Scalar Spectrum (SS) watermarking [3] . SCS, however, has certain Costa Scheme (SCS) uses a structured codebook, constructed inherent limitations when used for video watermarking, such by a concatenation of scalar uniform quantizers [3] . For In case of Inter macroblocks, the effect of both spatial and temporal masking must be considered. Previous research III. PROPOSED WATERMARKING SCHEME has shown that watermark artifacts, such as "mosquito" effects and flicker, are visible in the fast moving regions of a Lately, Spread Transform coding [5] has been used in frame [6] . These artifacts correspond to regions with a large combination with traditional SCS (known as ST-SCS) to motion vector values. For this reason, the strength of the improve the bit-error rate of watermarking (Fig. 2 ). We have watermark should be reduced in such regions. This is developed a new watermarking method which borrows ideas achieved by weighting the perceptual mask by the inverse of from Spread Transform coding and SCS and is specifically the motion vector magnitude. Thus, for Inter macroblocks, designed for video. In traditional Spread Transform Scalar the perceptual mask is given by: Costa Scheme (ST-SCS) watermarking, the host signal x is projected onto a pseudo-random vector. The disadvantage of t p / my,
this approach is that it does not account for perceptual where p is the Watson's perceptual mask and lmvl is the masking effects of the Human Visual System (HVS). In our absolute magnitude of the motion vector. The elements of t scheme, we derive a unique perceptual mask sequence t in (7) are then normalized.
(derived from the host signal x itself) in order to achieve imperceptibility.
Once the perceptual mask t is generated, the projection of x onto t is found. This operation yields a scalar quantity: The generation of t differs depending on which type of T macroblock is used. In case of Intra macroblocks, spatial
masking effects are considered. First, a Gaussian low-pass
In our scheme, x represents the transform domain filter is applied to the macroblock in order to mitigate the coefficients of Intra and Inter coded macroblocks. The effect of noise. Then, for each given macroblock, a watermark key Kis used to generate the random scalar value perceptual mask is computed using the Watson's model. Dd= QA{e'-Ak}-(e'-Ak).
(13)
For each macroblock, we compute the value of x which minimizes the Lagrangian cost function (11). This value of Equto (9) and (10) represent subtractive dithered uisteRe-soronpimmwemakcleftr quantization. The components of x that are orthogonal to t wicis the Rate-Distortion optimum watermark scale factor are equal to x-x't. These components are not altered during which we use m our method the embedding process and are for this reason they are added Watermarked video may require many more bits than back to the watermark data. Therefore, the final watermarked unwatermarked video, especially at low video bit-rates. data s is obtained by combining (4) with the orthogonal Therefore, it is desirable to have a bit-rate control scheme in components:
order to find the optimum trade-off between the fidelity of s = (x'+ocs')t+ (x-x't).
the watermark and that of the host signal. This scheme should determine the best allocation of available watermark Traditional ST-SCS uses a fixed cx that is computed from bits between different watermarked macroblocks . In video global statistics (see equation (3)). In contrast, our method coding, the most important factor for controlling the bit-rate uses a locally adaptive value for cx which is computed in is the residual signal coding fidelity, which is controlled by real-time from a combination of local and global statistics.
choosing a suitable quantization step-size for the transform As a result, we obtain stronger control over the watermark coefficients. Our scheme is designed in such a way that it scale factor, which makes our watermark to adapt better to achieves watermark bit-rate control simply by changing the the host signal characteristics. As a result, our method is quantization step A which is used to embed the watermark in much more robust than traditional ST-SCS.
(9), (10) and (13). Therefore, our scheme has a built-in mechanism for watermark bit-rate control, through the During video encoding, several coding parameters such parameters A and 4,. This is an important advantage over as macroblock prediction modes, motion vectors and existing schemes, such as [6] , which require an explicit bittransform coefficient quantization levels have to be rate controller. In Section 4, we explain how bit-rate control determined. Since natural video has widely varying spatial is achieved when we implement our scheme on H.264/AVC. and temporal (motion) content, the selection of different coding options for different parts of the image becomes Another important advantage of our method is that the necessary. Therefore, the task of the video coder is to find a watermark can be decoded from the partially decompressed set of coding parameters so that a trade-off between the video bit stream, since the watermark is embedded in the video bit-rate and distortion (R-D) is achieved. This means transform coefficients. Decoding of the watermark requires that for a given video bit-rate, the encoder has to find the knowledge of the secure key K, which is needed to generate combination of coding options that minimizes the distortion. the (7), we divide the Watson's perceptual mask equivalently, A) and adjusting the value of 2w used in (11). p by the motion vectors of the corresponding regions.
The Lagrangian parameter 2w is given by:
We consider watermarking the luma components of both kw = 0.85 * pow(2 (QPw -12)/3).
the Intra and Inter macroblocks, operating on the integer 0 transform coefficients of the macroblock residual data. This
We then use this 2w in (12) to determine the locally is possible since we designed our method without making optimum watermark scale factor oc. By selecting this value any assumptions about the nature of the host signal x. For macroblocks predicted using the Intra_16x16 mode, the oicm we ensure that our watermark will not affect the R-D Fig. 4 shows the Watermark-to-Noise Ratios (WNRs) Thus, there is a close relationship between (14) and (18).
against BERs (at 512kb/s) for two extreme cases. On Both equations represent exponential curves, with an initial average, our scheme requires about 2 decibels less WNR to slow ascent between 0-30 and then a rapid increase in the achieve minimum BER. We also observe that, for the same range 31-51. This guarantees that our watermark robustness WNR, the BER achieved by our scheme is about 2 orders of is constant at all different compression rates.
magnitude lower than ST-SCS.
Our watermark is embedded on the transform coefficients For the same picture quality (PSNR), 
